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don't stop with just the drums: this pack also contains 10 complete loops of all the other instruments. except for the drums, all loops have drum loops included in the file as well as the corresponding drum-patterns. they also all have a note repeat option, so you can easily repeat them just as you like. but the main difference between
these loops is that they are specifically adjusted to the quality of the wav format, so you get more punch and a better volume response, compared to the regular loops included with most other sample packs. the second choice for ultra-hard complextro and dub styles is back! once again, this sample pack delivers 40 dancefloor

destroying construction kits that will hammer the dust out of your membranes! as usual, all 40 kits consist of numerous single loops for drum and synthesizer tracks, including kicks, hihats, percussions, bassline, and melody, (often in 2 versions, with and without sidechain), for more flexibility when mixing. bpm and pitch information,
clear folder structures and sample accurate cut files are all included. characteristic for dirty electro and complextro are the many different hard bassline fragments which can be played consecutively. this style is rocking clubs worldwide! this is fresh ammunition that will put you right at the forefront. a must have for every serious

electro producer! one of the first choices for the fastest growing edm genres is back! once again, this sample pack delivers 40 dancefloor destroying construction kits that will hammer the dust out of your membranes! as usual, all 40 kits consist of numerous single loops for drum and synthesizer tracks, including kicks, hihats,
percussions, bassline, and melody, (often in 2 versions, with and without sidechain), for more flexibility when mixing. bpm and pitch information, clear folder structures and sample accurate cut files are all included. characteristic for dirty electro and complextro are the many different hard bassline fragments which can be played

consecutively. this style is rocking clubs worldwide! this is fresh ammunition that will put you right at the forefront. a must have for every serious electro producer!
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over 500 groove loops, percussion and sub bass loops are all you need to make any song!vengeance hit sub base packs are the most comprehensive collection of sub basses, sub fx and sub midi samples. the perfect tool for any producer, the packs include any type of variation, rhythmic variation, arpeggios, loop variations, and
more. the pack is 100% royalty free, and is compatible with all major, and some minor, loop-compatible samplers such as cakewalk sonar, reason nnxt, halion and sfz.in addition, the pack includes all necessary midi files for each track. finally, all the audio files are 100% sample-accurate - the exact same version used in the pack - to

provide the best results. not only do the packs include a huge variety of sounds and loops, the included midi files are also based on the same audio files as the pack so that you can easily modify them for your own needs, and add them to your songs as needed. give your songs that sweet sub base sound! when looking for a
respectable midi or sampled instrument collection, most people tend to look for one that has a variety of midi, loop and sampled instruments included. however, that is not the whole truth. deep house / moombahton is an even harder version of the total dance sound vol.2 track pack. if you like the original pack and want to try

something more aggressive, this is the track pack for you. the deep house / moombahton sample pack is a complete construction kit for you to be able to create the perfect deep house / moombahton club track. you will find the kit in both the deep house and moombahton styles, with 5 different songs included and it comes in 3
different tempos. this is a must have for any producer of club music and for those who would like to try and get their song included in the uk charts. features one shot kicks, snares, cymbals, basses, guitar loops, synth loops, adlibs, vocals, loop sampler, drumloops, fxs and more. 5ec8ef588b
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